Open code represents a tremendous capability for NASA, significantly increasing the costeffectiveness of its research and potentially improving the quality of research. However, implementation should not be onerous on the research community. We favor an approach that encourages and rewards open source without requiring it in all cases.
Requiring Open Source
Open source codes for science have the potential to increase the cost-effectiveness and quality of research. This is amply demonstrated when one considers how open source codes are, in general, more widely adopted and used compared to closed codes. The citation impact of research papers increases when data are made available -by as much as 50% in astrophysics [Dorch et al., 2015] . Open source codes are more amenable to detailed understanding by the research community, and invite community members to improve the codes, advancing the science. Open codes also encourage reproducible research.
NASA should strive to encourage and increase the quantity of open source codes used in the conduct of its science investigations. However, this should be done with a measured approach. For example, a code being open source does not imply there is an infrastructure to support that code. That lack of infrastructure is not in itself a problem, as long as expectations are managed appropriately.
In general, requiring all codes to be open source is not a good approach at the present time. 
Lessons Learned
Our fundamental lesson learned is: open codes (and open data) have vastly improved the quality and cost-effectiveness of our research. We further believe that the investigators who provide these codes have benefitted as well. We do not deny there are potential advantages to closed codes for investigators who create them. For example, investigators could potentially use their closed codes to gain significant competitive advantage in proposals. However, while the advantage accrues to individual investigators, such benefit does not accrue to the funding agencies such as NASA, nor to the scientific community as a whole. The purpose of scientific competition is to increase quality and cost effectiveness of research. NASA need not compete any research, and could assign research tasks based on management decision. While this might benefit a select few researchers, quality of research overall would likely suffer. Similar reasoning applies to why NASA can benefit by adopting an open code policy.
Policy Differences
Creating policy differences for different sources of code and different types of research effort is a very complex task. We believe that the overall principle should be: what benefits the taxpayer? How can the taxpayer benefit the most from NASA's dollars spent on research? How will the most science get done at the best cost? This is in fact the principle used to justify proposal competitions. While individual researchers must work harder to obtain funding in a competitive environment, ultimately the taxpayer benefits, and scientific quality rises. A similar principle should apply in determining open code policies.
Approaches to Encourage Open Codes
We believe NASA should not adopt a blanket open code policy. Rather, we believe it should request open source (while sometimes requiring it) depending on the research being solicited. NASA should incentivize researchers to produce open source code, and use the creation of open source as a criterion in proposal evaluation.
Another way to encourage open source codes is for the community to adopt a system of code citation (e.g. Gil et al., 2016) . This is beyond NASA's control, but NASA can encourage and facilitate such a system. Researchers nearly always benefit when their publications are well cited. If code use could be similarly cited and tracked, code citation could be used as a way of evaluating the scientific merit of research, and the merit of using those codes in research. Ultimately, an effective system of code citation would encourage open source and allow better proposal evaluation.
Requiring Compendia to Codes and Data
NASA should encourage electronic compendia to codes and data. However, our understanding is that to do this in a rigorous way requires an infrastructure so complex and difficult to implement that it might seriously impeded research. Therefore, we do not believe NASA should levy this requirement on its research without careful consideration of cost. NASA should request electronic compendia, and use compliance to evaluate research results.
Other Topics
We note that open code is most effective if written in an open source, non-proprietary computer language.
